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Abstract

Objective: The aim of this study was to compare the experiential avoidance, explicit and implicit attraction beliefs in obese and normal body mass index (BMI) females.

Materials and Methods: This was an analytic cross sectional study. About 400 females (between 20-43 years old) were selected from nutrition and obesity clinics by convenience sampling method. The 40 items avoidance questionnaire (Young rai 1994) and 20 items explicit and implicit attraction beliefs questionnaire (Mash and Labarz, 1996) were applied. Data analysis was carried out by Statistical package for social sciences version 21 (SPSS-21). Descriptive statistics included indices such as mean and standard deviation and inferential statistics included variance analysis.

Results: A significant difference was found between the experiential avoidance, explicit and implicit attraction beliefs in obese and normal females ($P<0.05$). Results showed an underlying potential mechanism between experiential avoidance, explicit and implicit attraction beliefs in obese females in comparison with their normal counterparts which might cause avoidance behaviors and maladaptive responses due to lack of cognitive control in these people.

Discussion: The present findings supported a model of mediating role of experiential avoidance in obesity. Also there was a significant difference in attractiveness beliefs between obese and normal women.
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Introduction

Our “body image” as how we perceive our body can influence others and their responses. This perception can also effect on how we experience our body, sense and confidence in social situations (1). When someone fall short of ideal criteria, he or she might develop unpleasant feelings and views such as low self-confidence or depression toward oneself. Some obese people fear from being ugly or unattractive. Thoughts and beliefs around body as a complete section of cognitive-behavioral model are being targeted directly in behavioral treatments (2-3). Obesity and overweight are
one of the main health concerns which influence different quality of life aspects such as vitality, somatic pain and even social activities (4-5). The prevalence of obesity in Iranians >18 years is 21.5% (27.3% in women and 13.7% in men) (6). Obesity is associated with psychological consequences including decreased self-esteem, poor self-image (self-perception), decreased quality of life and increased risk of depressive disorders, bipolar disorder, panic disorder and agoraphobia. Decreased quality of life is one of the psychological consequences of obesity (7). Also, poor results of traditional obesity treatments caused need of psychological positive changes through psychological treatments instead of weight loss (8).

According to world health organization (WHO) definition obesity is body mass index (BMI) over 30 kg/m2 and 25–30 kg/m2 defined as overweight (9). The experiential avoidance is a pathological factor for different kinds of psychological disorders (10). Experiential avoidance is a construct used in order to avoid painful experiences which contains two interrelated aspects: lack of interest in making contact with personal experiences (bodily sensations, emotions, thoughts, memories and certain behaviors), Also trying to escape from painful experiences or events that lead to retrieval of these experiences (11). Physical behaviors avoidance is a kind of event related to thoughts and feelings that reduce sense of worthiness or body dissatisfaction.

Experiential avoidance can delay the important goals achievement. When situations are avoided, chance of reaching a meaningful and valuable life is lost. Also a sense of frustration and inconvenience is created. While having such feelings may lead to psychological illnesses. Experiential avoidance suppresses the effects of painful experiences leading to immediate comfort which negatively reinforce the behaviors.

This avoidance becomes problematic when interferes with every day functioning and compromise attaining life goals (12). The association of experiential avoidance with a wide range of psychological problems including depression, anxiety, substance abuse, stress, eating disorders, adjustment to adverse conditions, adjustment to chronic medical conditions and burnout (11).

General tendency to avoid unwanted internal thoughts and experiences can inversely increase physiological arousal and negative emotions. Which in turn can lead to experience unwanted emotional experiences again and again, with more intensity in the future (18). So frequent experiential avoidance with the aim of negative internal experiences control can be a problem itself.

Implicit memory is also referred to free, automatic and unconscious capacity in contrast expressive memory refer to the explicit memory, because it is the result of conscious efforts (24).

The present study seeks to compare attractiveness beliefs and its importance and coping strategies (avoidance, appearance stabilization or acceptance) to cope with negative thoughts about appearance between obese and normal women by using explicit and implicit criteria.

We hypothesized that overweight and obese women have considerable dissatisfaction with their bodies. They have more explicit and implicit beliefs about their appearance and attractiveness in comparison to women with normal weight. So they demonstrate more ineffective coping strategies in different aspects of their lives. In addition obese individuals have weaker functioning and well-being compared to normal weight individuals.

Despite negative consequences of experiential avoidance and attractiveness beliefs, they are not examined in an Iranian sample yet. The present research attempted to compare experiential avoidance and explicit and implicit beliefs of attractiveness in obese and normal weight women.

**Materials and Methods**

This was an analytic cross sectional study. All women with overweight and obesity with...
BMI > 25 referring to obesity clinics and women with normal BMI were studied. Women with normal BMI were selected by convenience sampling method. About 400 females were selected.

Inclusion Criteria for participation were as follows: obese women who use the services of a treatment regimen and normal women in Isfahan, The willingness of subjects to participate in the study and completing the questionnaires, being female, aged between 20 to 43 years, having minimal education, not with diseases such as cancer, hypothyroidism, diabetes, hypertension, heart disease and non-pregnant and menopause.

**Demographic characteristics checklist:**
This checklist was developed for systematic collection of personal data including; age, weight and height of obese and normal weight women. The 40 items Young-raee avoidance questionnaire (1994) evaluates avoidance coping strategies by three subscales: evaluation of individuals access to their schemas from different aspects (purposely not thinking to distressing issues, substance abuse, excessive intellectualizing and control, anger control, psychosomatic symptoms, memories denial, isolation seeking, avoidance through sleeping, fatigue, distraction through doing activities, self-soothing through eating and shopping, blocking problematic emotions, passive distraction (day dreaming, fantasizing, watching TV), Distressing situations avoidance. A six point likert type was used to construct the questionnaire; 0=almost always false, 1=almost false, 2=more true than false, 3=somewhat true, 4=almost true, 5=almost always true.

Higher score reflects higher levels of avoidance. The Split-half reliability coefficient of .79 was reported for questionnaire.

In the present study, Cronbach's alpha reliability coefficient of 0.74 was estimated. Kash and Lafarge explicit and implicit attraction beliefs questionnaire with 20 items (kash and lafarge,1996) evaluates the body image investment against certain assumptions about the importance of meaning and impact of appearance in one's.

Questionnaire items encompasses appearance salience his appearance in six areas of personal life: history salience, cognitive salience and attention, self-perception salience, behavioral salience, emotional salience and interpersonal salience.

**Statistical analysis**
Data analysis was conducted after questionnaires collection, encoding and extraction by Statistical package for social sciences version 21. Descriptive statistics included indices such as mean and standard deviation and inferential statistics included analysis of variance analysis. Normality of the data was confirmed by Colmogroph-smirnov test and the equality of the variances of the two groups in different factors was confirmed by leven's test.

**Results**
The mean and standard deviation (SD) of age, weight and height of the two groups of normal women and obese women were presented in table 1.

The results of multivariate analysis of variance on experimental avoidance variable were presented in table 2.

There was a significant difference (P<0.05) between the two groups in variables of excessive intellectualizing and control, psychosomatic symptoms, memories denial, isolation seeking, distraction through doing activities, self-soothing through eating, shopping, watching TV ,etc. there was no significant difference in variables of purposely not thinking to distressing issues, substance abuse, anger control, unhappiness denial memories denial, isolation seeking, avoidance through sleeping, blocking problematic emotions, distressing situations avoidance. Based on table 2 the research hypothesis is confirmed and consequently there is a significant difference between the two groups of obese and normal weight women in terms of experiential avoidance.
multivariate analysis of variance (among other variables) on experimental avoidance variable were presented in Table 3. Based on the results of table 3, there was a significant difference \((P<0.05)\) between two groups of attractiveness beliefs variables. Test power that indicates the difference between the two groups of obese and normal was equal to 98, showing that multivariate variance analysis can recognize obese and normal groups with 98% test power. There was a significant difference \((P<0.05)\) between two groups in variable of self-evaluation salience. Test power was equal to 98, showing that multivariate variance analysis can recognize obese and normal groups in terms of self-evaluation salience with 98% test power. No significant difference \((P>0.05)\) was appeared between the two group in motivational salience.

**Discussion**

The aim of this research was to compare experiential avoidance and attractiveness beliefs between obese and normal women. Results confirmed a significant difference between obese and normal women at \((P<0.05)\). There were no studies to compared experiential avoidance in obese and normal weight people, so our findings were indirectly in line with Izadi and Karimi (13), Jessica et all (14), Felicity et all (15), Hayaki (16), Lavenderjardin and Anderson (17) findings and conceptualizing of eating disorders as a kind of maladaptive strategy to avoid internal experiences (Heatherton and Baumister, 1991; Lavender and Anderson, 2010) (25-26). In explaining this finding it can be said that present findings has supported a model of mediating role of experiential avoidance in obesity. Findings revealed an underlying potential mechanism between obesity and experiential avoidance which can play a role in pathology of obesity.

Experiential avoidance is a kind of maladaptive response to internal experiences which lead to inability to stay with anxiety and distress. As a result, purposeful interventions for this population can decrease their experiential avoidance and enhance their acceptance. Concerning avoidance it can be said that the occurrence of problems in society is undeniable and people inevitably must deal with these problems. So they need to be prepared to manage and control them. Owing to the great psychological burden of obesity effective solutions is needed to overcome its negative impacts.

Present study showed a significant difference in attractiveness beliefs between obese and normal weight women \((P<0.05)\). This finding was consistent with Hartman et all ( 2015) (19), Hartman, Tomas, Grindberg, Mateni and Wilhelm (2014) (27), Kelli et all( 2012) (20)and Rozen and Ramirez ( 1998) (22) findings. To explain this finding it can be said that attending to one’s physical appearance and involvement in appearance management in order to appear more attractive is a maladaptive behavior which might cause cognitive and behavioral impairments. Each person perception and beliefs about the appearance and attractiveness is different. Given to this hypothesis, obese women have more negative self-image of their physical appearance and report more body image dissatisfaction. They also show more avoidance and appearance manipulation than normal people. Obese woman due to their self-perception of body dimorphic defects, involve in more appearance management and compulsive checking than thin woman. Normal woman can achieve greater successes in interpersonal, vocational and social aspects owning to certain values in society and this can impact attractiveness beliefs of obese woman.

Emphasis on the importance of attractiveness can brought about shame, wordiness and inferiority feelings in obese woman. On the other hand by enhancing self-esteem and using different strategies such as cognitive restructuring emphasizing on acceptance, mindfulness, cognitive- behaviors treatments and acceptance based on commitment therapy, obese women can replace irrational beliefs
with rational ones. So they can make better interactions, better functioning in community and more appropriate judgment about them. This study had some limitations such as lack of internal and external research background on the subject.

It is worth mentioning that the findings of the present study are relying solely on the data collected from the questionnaires. Hence pursuing more experimental and clinical methods by future studies will shed light on pathological and complex behaviors in obese people future studies should brought about fundamental change in cognitive function and social functioning of obese individuals.

Concerning attractiveness beliefs in obese woman, it is recommended that future research investigate casual relationships that cause attractiveness beliefs in obese woman. Also identifying coping strategies to deal with these thoughts and consider attitudes in social psychology. In future studies the effects of social and behavioral skills training such as self-esteem, attraction techniques and body language must be considered.

Conclusions
In addition, future efforts should strive to give better definitions about beauty and attractiveness that entail other beauty criteria besides material or superficial aspects.
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